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Catch up with Rerum Ingredients for our summer 2021 updates

IN THIS ISSUE

Royal Buisman in Cappuccino

VEGAN CAPPUCCINO

Royal Buisman have recently introduced a Vegan

FLAVOUR
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Cappuccino flavour.
Royal Buisman have created two flavour profiles for
this purpose.
The first is described as sweet, milky & smooth. The
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caramelised sugar creates more coffee flavour, a
better balanced and broader taste profile.
The second creates a more bitter roast tones and
becomes less creamy.

Divis Beta-Carotene Range
Colour is just as important as taste, this is
because consumers must initially purchase food
and drinks based on how they look & smell.
Therefore, we have been associating certain
colours with various types of foods from birth
and link certain tastes & flavours, such as
determining a products freshness*
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The colour of a product sets a customers
perception of how it will taste in regards
to food and drink**.
“Color is so powerful that can override
what our other senses are telling us to be
true, causing us to taste sweetness that
isn’t really there, experience flavours that
aren’t present, & accept or reject foods
simply based on their shade.” ***

It has been found that reds, purples and oranges have the highest appeal to people.
Divi’s Nutraceuticals have a wide range of colours that can be used in a variety of applications,
including a range of natural and synthetic beta carotenes.
As well as range of Lutein and Lycopenes, Divi’s Nutraceuticals offers an extensive range of
colours that can be used in foods.
You can also work with Divi’s Nutraceuticals to develop the perfect shade to match your
needs.

At Rerum Ingredients we are excited to
announce we have recently begun
representation of LIPROFOOD in the UK and
Irish Market. We are looking forward to

Palsgaard PGPR 4190

working closely with LIPROFOOD going
forward.

The future has arrived!
We're proud to launch our newest PGPR

LIPROFOOD is a Dutch family owned company

product - which offers chocolate

and part of the Fuite Group. LIPROFOOD has a

manufacturers the best ever levels of
functionality and efficiency.
Developed exclusively for chocolate,
Palsgaard® PGPR 4190 is 15% more

state-of-the-art spray drying facility in The
Netherlands producing fat filled powders
based on vegetable oil and dairy ingredients or
vegetarian substitutes.

efficient at controlling viscosity than our
current best-selling PGPR product and can

LIPROFOOD products have applications in a

be used at a dose 30-40% lower than other

wide range of products such as bakery,

PGPRs, making it highly cost-effective.

beverages, savoury, dairy, nutritional, ice
cream and desserts.

If you would like to get in contact or receive samples, see our website
www.rerumingredients.com or email info@rerumingredients.com.
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Timmers Food Creations
At Rerum Ingredients we are excited to

Timmers Food Creations BV is an

announce we have recently partnered up

international partner for the food industry,

with Timmers Food Creations for the UK &

focusing on flavour-related ingredients.

Irish Market. We are looking forward to

Timmers Food Creations distinguishes

working closely with Timmers Food

themselves with a lot of flexibility

Creations going forward.

concerning tailor-made flavours and a low
MOQ. Timmers like to spar with their
customers as well for flavour issues as for
application topics.
Rerum Ingredients will be looking after the
range of savoury reaction flavours, natural &
non-natural.

- Donuts
Health Solutions

Suglow’s range of natural sweet flavours

As a nation we are becoming more aware of

result in a decreased amount of sugar used

the need to reduce our intake of certain

in recipes. Suglow can you used for a

ingredients, in particular, salt & sugar.

variety of manufacturing needs for
example in fine bakery you can hit a

The issue for manufacturers is the loss of

reduction of 15% - 25%

flavour and taste to any recipe that has
reductions in these ingredients.

Information sheet and samples are
Our sugar replacer / sugar reducer
products help to preserve the high quality
of flavour and taste, despite any reduction
of sugar levels.

available on request.
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Warehouse UK
& France
Following our previous edition,
Rerum Ingredients now have storage
facilities in both the UK and France;
this means that stock holding for
customers is now available in both
locations.

Working Practice Home or Office?
The 19th July is the date that many of
the restrictions will be eased
following the Coronavirus Pandemic.
Due to the restrictions over the last
12 months, many businesses have had
to adapt their working practices and
are now operating under flexible and
home working arrangements.
Whether you are working from home
full time or flexibly, or returning to
the office; we have some tips for
productive working habits:
Create an effective workspace

Have a Great
Summer!

Set your desk up correctly and
maintain good posture
Try to limit distractions
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